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Holden Mesk< has always loved being 

creative.
As a kid, he said he loved drawing but 

never took art seriously until 2011 when 
he started making paper collages out of 
vintage magazines.

“I really connected with the medium 
and enjoyed going out into the world to 
find forgotten magazines and books to 
cut up,” Mesk said. “Toward the end of 
last year, after only focusing on collages, 
I started to get back into illustrations. The 
rest is history.’’

Mesk, a senior mass communication 
student, recently partnered with Diwy^Up 
Socks in order to help local Asheville 
homeless shelter Behoved.

DiwyUp socks operates on a buy-one, 
give-one business model. For every pair 
of socks sold, the company gives anoth
er pair of socks to a homeless person in 
need.

According to the DhwyUp Socks web
site, the organization started with a single 
request; “Socks. We need socks.”

In March 2014, the founders of the 
company, then sophombres at Florida 
State University, -visited their local home
less shelter looking fc>r w ays to help. While 
they expected to ha\ c requests for food or 
shelter, they learned there was an urgent 
need for clean socks;

Five months later with a S400 loan from 
their professor, Mitch Nelson and his 
co-founder started setting up around cam
pus. By the end of sk weeks, they were 
able to sell 160 pairs of socks and ^ve that 
same amount to the homeless.

Three years later, DiwyUp has donated
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more than 10,000 pairs of socks in more 
than 10 states.

The collaboration with Mesk is the first 
for DhwUp in North Carolina.

“I actually stumbled upon his Insta- 
gram and really dug his style. It stood out 
among the others,” Nelson said. “It’s nice 
and simple with great colors, which works 
perfectly for socks.”

Mesk desij^ed three pairs of socks that 
are currently being sold, featuring leaves, 
srmley faces and squiggles.

Claire Shadomy, a friend of Mesk’s, pur
chased the leaf socks. She said she is a fan - 
of Mesk’s work and the chance to help 
charity was an added bonus.

“I would describe it as fun and ener
getic,” Mesk said. “XXfoen you look at a 
piece of my work I want your brain to 
feel good, like it’s stepping into a jacuzzi 
of awesomeness; Nostalgia, dreaminess, 
good -vibes — these are all things I strive 
for when seating art.”

Although DiwyUp works primarily 
with homeless shelters, they do let their 
artists select which particular homeless 
shelter they would like to support. Mesk 
said the opportunity to help a homeless 
shelter in Asheville made him immediately 
agree to the campaign.

Shadomy appreciates this sentiment 
and said the campaign not only allows for 
charity to benefit, but also helps local art
ists, such as Mesk.

“I’m an artist myself and community 
support is so important,” Shadomy said. 
“Wfoen there is an opportunity to support 
local and to help others there is really no 
reason not to participate.”

For Mesk, the primary purpose of work
ing with DiwyUp is to help the homeless 
communi- , ^ ty. Getting to

share his 
a work -with 

others is 
just an added

“My goal with 
this specific project 

is to sell as many socks 
as possible to help the local 

homeless community,” Mesk 
said. “Beyond that, it’s just really

cool to see my designs on socks. My goal 
with art in general is to just keep getting 
the ideas in my head out in the world. I 
really do just love the whole creation pro
cess in general and think it’s doubly cool 
getting to share what I do with others.”

Holden Mesk can be found on‘J:nstagram-
@holdenmesk •
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